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Mortgage Servicing During

Financial Crisis 

 Servicers did not always act in the best interest of 

borrowers or investors 

 Widespread sloppy practices led to harm to borrowers, investors, 

communities, and the government 

 

 Mortgage servicing assets did not hold their value and 

were not a source of strength to banking institutions 

 the 
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Policy Response 

 Consumer-facing servicing issues 

tions from CFPB 

y to supervise nonbank servicers 

ettlements with federal and state regulators 

of the banking system 

apital rules 

al for mortgage servicing assets 

ve for concentrating activities in mortgage servicing 
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Effects on mortgage servic

 Consumers are better protected 

creased 

d market share; nonbanks and small banks 

ies seem to be a larger factor than capital 

onbanks were mostly nonperforming loans 

capital relief because the MSA values for 
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minor effect on most banks 
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1.  Are nonbanks able

event of a rise in defa

2.  If a large nonbank 

does the servicing go
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Servicing Advances 

 When borrowers stop paying their mortgages, servicers 

still have to pay investors (“advances”) 

ually reimbursed for some or all of 

ossibly as long as 5 years later 

difficult to fund because they earn 

st funding sources (such as deposits) 

a problem when defaults are high 
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 Seems like a bad com

 Servicers that are m

most likely to default 

Nonbank portfolios are more 

concentrated in nonperforming loans 

 Nonbanks appear to be more concentrated in nonperforming loans 

hased nonperforming loans from banks 

proportionate share of FHA servicing 

ulnerable to default if house prices decline 

nations with FICO scores < 680 and LTVs > 80 percent, an 

percent are FHA-insured 

bination:  

ost fragile in the face of default are holding loans 







This would be harder 

 The capital require
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What happens if a large no

servicer fails? 

 In the 2007-09 crisis, large banking institutions took over the servicing 
portfolios of failing institutions 

today 

ments would make it difficult for many banking 
d their portfolios dramatically 
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nherent tradeoff: 
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Policy solution 1: Revise servi

contract 

 Revise the servicing contract to reduce the risks of servicer failure? 

ers separately for performing and nonperforming 

ility for funding advances? 

s risk reduces its incentive to act prudently 
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Impose universal pru
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Policy solution 2: Require a m

stable funding system 

 Require servicers to fund their operations with longer-term debt? 

dential standards on servicers? 

crease in the servicing fee 

d impose such standards? 

ae? State banking supervisors? 
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 What are the terms of t

Under what conditions 

How vulnerable are th
default? 
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What would we like to know

gauge the risks better? 

 What is the financial condition of privately held nonbank servicers? 
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